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The Story Behind MansionTrading:
Green Light - Junior High Focus - Walking dog accident - as it turn out...
Contract deal "Shake on it"- Business Leveraged - After Raid DESTINY
Sopranos Psych/LC - Son paid father off- BigReia.com - Badass Stuff

“A child certainly allows himself to be impressed by the grand talk of his parents, but do they really 
imagine he is educated by it? Actually it is the parents’ lives that educate the child – what they add 
by word at best serves only to confuse him.”
Carl Jung, Psychological Types
“Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the 
really great make you feel that you, too, can become great.”
Mark Twain
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How to Get YOUR Mansion NOW:
HFT - Pictures - Vision and Mission Board - What you want should be obvious 
Do Model - Math to purchase/payments - Begin screening sellers/Providers
Once match then use Model or trade equity in Model 
"Write about how this young man squeezes the slave out of himself drop by drop and how one fine 
morning he wakes to find that the blood coursing through his veins is no longer the blood of a 
slave but that of a real human being.”
Anton Chekhov
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Hi there,

This is about your house on Elm Street, I have a mortgage/real estate/construction/ commercial/ 
apartment building, etc. and I was wondering if you would want to trade your house for equity in my 
business?  You would get ownership and dividends just like stock and it would be more than rent.

If that's impossible for you that's okay, but if you want to talk more about please give me a calls.  
Thanks!  = )

Your listing on Elm - would the seller do a trade?  I own a few apartment buildings.  Thanks!

Hi there,

Your listing on Elm, I'm looking for a house like that; 7k+ sq ft in Widlwood, between 1-1.5M.  I want 
to buy the house by trading my  (BUSINESS) for it and I can still pay you, so would a trade like that 
work for this seller or another one with a similar house?  Thanks!  = )


